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Charlie experiencing 

Grandads trains for the 

first time, loves the 

sound units in full cry 

and all the movement 
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THE GARDEN WHISTLE 

Welcome to 2021 

Let us make it a year to remember for all the right reasons 

At home (New Zealand) we are battening down the borders 
to keep the COVID-19 away, let us hope all stay safe and no 
boats cross our wee moat 

I have had a busy weekend as alluded to in my Christmas 
ramblings my oldest daughter has got married and Nicola 
and I hosted family and friends to our place for nibbles and 
drinks and to watch me and Douglas play trains 

Well, that is what I told myself. Lots of fun had as I had only 
just got it working electrically anyway.  That said many 
improvements yet to be made there. 

Photos to come in What’s he been up to this time 

With the convention coming faster and faster as time just 
goes weeee, I am rushing around keeping up with the house 
chores and dabbling with the layout, if only I had more time 
(another year) to complete some of the items I wished to. 

That said happy where I have got to in two years building, 
lots yet to do 

Good news for me, the powers that be (my wonderful wife) 
have decreed that funds are being made available to me to 
build the model train storage shed this summer for the G 
scale collection, proviso that I tidy up my side of the garage 
in the process. I will I promised with fingers and toes crossed 

Looking forward to the Christchurch Garden Railway 
Group hosting the 2021 Garden Railway Convention in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, Waitangi Weekend February 
6/7/8th 2021, You get to see my layout on the Sunday 
afternoon 

Always an honour and a privilege to catch up with 
acquaintances and renew friendships and talk about trains 
and the world at large 

I enjoy a good laugh and have happy memories of the last 
convention attended. 

I promise my speeches are short unlike like my 
conversations and ramblings 

Kia Kaha 

Be strong 

Andrew Wilson  

What’s he up to Now? 
Andrew Wilson, West Melton 

All I have been up to this time so far is working on the electrics and ensuring trains go around and back 

All working so far, but with lots of improvements to make in  due course 

Mallet on the go, first train of the day 
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Mikado in full cry as it pounds up the grade with a full load of West Coast nuggets 

Wee Charlie Wilson surveying grandads Bridge work The wee controller in action 
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Get the latest Garden Railroading information 

every two months at no charge.  This eNewsletter 

replaces the now defunct Garden Railways maga-

zine 

Go to:  grnews.org/get  to get your free copy 
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Not having done any technical drawing since leaving High School at the end of 1957, the shift to CAD has 
been a major learning curve.. Starting out with very plain doors and windows I have slowly become more 
proficient and experimented with different items 

44Gallon drums, a 44 gallon drum with the top cut off, chimneys of different styles, outhouses and longdrops.  
The latest is the Oil & Grease Store Shed from a Ted Brewer Railroad Plan.  This was drawn to include the 
window and door as part of the whole.  The Roof, vent, tank and stand were drawn separately 

Below: Screen shot Longdrop in Fusion 360, the roof, the completed print on the printer and off the printer 
ready for painting 

What’s on the workbench 
Ian C Galbraith, Rangiora 
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Screen shot of Oil & Grease Store Shed drawn in Fusion 360 from a Ted Brewer Railroad Plan.  Original 
drawing was in 1:22.5 scale and this model was drawn in 1:24 scale. Roof, vent, oil tank and stand drawn 
separately. 

Drawing of 44 Gallon drum with top cut off 44 gallon drum & drum with top removed 
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OIL 
STORE 

Left: Original Ted Brewer Railroad Plan of Oil & Grease Store shed and oil tank drawn in 1:22.5 scale 

Right: Body, Roof, Vent, Oil tank an stand temporarily assembled straight off the 3D printer 

Below: Painted and on the layout together with the Longdrop. (Someone left the door open) 



The installed viaduct with the other underpass in the background crossed by Auchtertyre Viaduct 

Having finished the viaduct, it was now time to install it. It forms the second underpass crossing on the railway. This allows access 

to the main patio without having to duck or otherwise perform gymnastics. It is currently isolated from the rest of the railway. 

However, given its critical location, it was important to site this first and then fit the rest of the line around it. 

The first job was to resurvey the route of the line from the workshop door across the underpass and around the patio. The first bit 

was easy. The route continued on the 3 metre radius curve forming the east return loop. Thus setting out this curve was merely a 

matter of using the existing centre point and whacking in some pegs every metre around the circumference. 

The curve around the patio was more challenging. It is on a 7.5 metre radius curve and the centre point is inside the house! 

Setting out the 7.5 metre radius curve around the edge of the patio from a tangent line set up by the orange string line just visible in 

the photo. 

Fortunately in my early days of paid employment, my first employer in the UK had sent me on a surveying course as part of my 

studies with them. I remember that we attracted some attention from a group of attractive female hair salon students whilst we were 

doing this. Being unattached young men, we were equally interested in them although our tutor was less impressed with the 

distraction. As I recall, we told them our survey work was for a new motorway that was going right through their college! Part of the 

course dealt with setting out curves from a base line rather than from a centre point. The principle of this is that you calculate offsets 

Borrodale Viaduct 3 Installing the Viaduct 
John Boyson: Pokeno 



for a curve based on various distances along the tangent line of the curve. Back in the day we did this manually with a calculator. 

Our predecessors used log tables and slide rules! Today, the wonders of excel does it all for you once the relevant formulae have 

been written. Out in the real world, GPS has taken over. 

Having set out this curve and proved that everything would fit, the location of the support points for the main piers of the viaduct 

were established. 

The completed set out of the curve. Aluminium pegs have been hammered into the ground. The blocks on the level area are to make 

them more visible since this is used as a crossing point at the moment. That will change once the railway is built through which takes 

us neatly back to the need for the underpass! 

Three dressed 100 x 100mm posts were bolted onto the underpass retaining walls. The fourth post on the east side already existed in 

the form of the end fence post which finishes beside the viaduct. Platforms were then constructed for the piers to sit on. These were 

deliberately set roughly 20mm low to allow for final levelling of the viaduct once the rest of the railway on the east side is 

constructed. 

The support platforms with the fence end clearly going to get in the way visually once the viaduct was installed 

It was at this point I realised there was a problem. The fence I had installed to stop folk from falling into the underpass would 

partially obscure a clear view of the viaduct from the west. Aesthetics being important to me, I pondered this and, as it happens, 

whilst having a shower had a eureka moment and hit on a solution. This was to insert another post for the fence a short distance from 

the viaduct and slope the section adjacent to the viaduct down to its base. A day’s work saw this sorted so that all was ready for the 

installation. 
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The modified fence. 

This bit had also exercised my mind. As I mentioned in the first article, I estimated the weight of the viaduct was around 100kgs. 

Since I had already shifted the bridge sideways to remove the timbers supporting it whilst the main casting was done, I knew I could 

move it one end at a time. However I was concerned about moving it on the stools down the sloping path with all the potential for a 

lack of stability and control. If I lowered it down to the ground then it would be relatively stable and straightforward to move 

around. However this left the problem of having to lift it firstly onto the tops of the underpass retaining walls and then further up to 

the support platforms. 

Rolling the viaduct out of the workshop along the temporary runway 

The first job was to lower it down to ground level in the workshop. This was done in stages from the stools to a lower platform at 

one end and then the other onto the workshop floor. Having successfully done this, I was now more confident that I could get it up at 

the other end. A runway was created from various bits of spare timber to get the bridge out of the workshop. One end had a ply 

plank placed under its main pier and rollers were inserted between this and the runway. Thus lifting the other end allowed me to 

gently push the viaduct along in small increments checking and adjusting the rollers and runway between each movement to ensure 

they stayed on track. Eventually, the viaduct reached the point where the underpass path started. 
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Starting the lifting process up to the top of the retaining walls 

The second lift 

From here the first lift was undertaken to get the viaduct on top of the two retaining walls. This followed the same process adopted 

to lower the viaduct to the floor in the workshop but in reverse. Once on the retaining walls, the viaduct was moved sideways a short 

distance to the support platforms where the final lift was done in the same manner. Satisfied with my success I retired happy, for a 

rest. 
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Having slid the viaduct sideways over the tops of the retaining walls it is now being lifted up to the supporting platforms. 

Second lift from the tops of the retaining walls 

Third lift with one end now on its platform 
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And in with much relief! 

The final job on the following day, was to check and adjust the viaduct to line it up laterally and again ensure it was following the 

set out route. Final levelling and fixing down will await the build now taking place on the east side to connect it up with the rest of 

the railway. At 100kg it’s not going anywhere in the meantime! 

The view of the viaduct from behind the fence shows how important it was to modify the fence 
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2021 Garden Railway Convention 

6-8 February 2021 
The Convention Committee has finalised plans for this event and trust you will 
enjoy a weekend of fellowship, learning and trading. 

The venue will be open from 5:00p  to 7:00pm on Friday 5 February 

2021 for early arrivals to pick up their Registration Packs and set out any items 
for Buy, Sell or Swap 

On Saturday 6 February 2021 the venue will open at 8:30am for Registration  
Pack pickup and Buy Sell and Swap. 

Morning tea will be available from 10:00am with the Official Welcome and Opening at 10:30am  followed by 
two clinics.  After lunch the layout tour of the northern area will depart at 1:00pm returning to the venue for a 
rest before the evening meal at 6:30pm 

On Sunday 7 February the venue will be open from 8:30am and after morning tea two further clinics will be 
presented and after lunch, layouts in the southern area will be visited, return to the venue for another Happy 
hour before the Buffet Dinner at 6:30pm. 

Monday 8 February 2021 the venue will again be open from 8:30am before departing to visit the local 
layouts.  Lunch will be available at the second layout. Following the last layout we will return to the venue for 
afternoon tea and the closing of the Convention. 

The Buy, Sell and Swap will be open at all times when not out on layout visits 

Bar facilities will be available on a pay as you go each evening.  On Sunday BYO wine is permitted 

2021 NZ Garden Railway 

Convention Montage 
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Rockwood update  
Michael Hilliar, Auckland 

Just an update on the progress of my last big project, 

the Rockwood Gorge; I still have two years to 

complete it for the Auckland convention in 2023. 

First, I trust you all had a good Christmas?  At our 

age we usually have everything we need and 

otherwise we usually buy it for ourselves to make 

sure it’s the right one, colour etc., but this year the 

family pulled one out of the bag and completely 

caught me by surprise. It was a plaque for the railway 

waterjet cut from Cor-ten 

steel; the rusty steel you now 

see being used as a 

decorative finish on 

buildings, sculptures etc.  

Well I had finally given the 

railroad a name last year; a 

process it has waited for 

since 1989.  Anyway, I was 

quite touched by this present. 

Back to the railway; once the 

weather turned last year, I 

really haven’t done a lot; 

mostly ‘poked it with a 

stick’, but I have now 

planted the ground- cover 

conifers which are intended 

to cover much of the top of 

the gorge when they grow. 

They have been set in large pots and I have covered 

the top of the framework with a pool liner so the 

rainwater will be directed into the pots. 

This year I have turned my attention to the plastering 

of the area behind the bridge. I once had a well-

thought-out grand plan, but this has now changed 

many times in the process of trying to get the 

required effect. I have looked at many pictures and 

videos of the gorge and the more I look at them, the 

worse I get locked up in the detail of all those 

fractured rocks. The video I watch most is this one: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=jVDNsH4YfDY&t=1846s mainly because the 

camera in some of the scenes is mounted on the front 

of the train.  Most of photography can only be done 

from the train because of the difficult terrain. The 

only alternatives would be from the air requiring a 

helicopter or drone.  

I intended to have the plaster work just sitting above 

the water level so the water would not soak into it. 

For meetings etc., I would raise the water level so it 

would just sit in it. This time last year I was getting 

concerned whether my levels were correct, so John 

Boyson came around one evening with a Laser light 

Looking down on the railway showing the plants sitting in 
their pool liner collection system and first coat of plaster 
over the sub frame 
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and we marked off a datum line; I was well off using 

my spirit level. 

After carrying a few 20kg bags of mortar mix to the 

back garden I have become concerned with the 

overall weight of the scenery. The scenery is 

suspended on framing above the L shaped 

pond.  When the plaster work is completely finished, 

I will insert the pool liner under the scenery and over 

the pond wall. 

Over the past few weeks there has been quite an 

evolution in my plastering ideas. Originally, I thought 

I could just use plaster onto the heavy wire mesh 

retrieved from the old cat house. A rock wall Mike would like on display. Similar to 
this at Stone and Water World Pamure 

A shelter to protect Mike from the midday sun and occasionally rain 
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I am now pulling the wire out to give it some lumps 

and bumps and then covering it with a finer plastic 

shade cloth. I am using a thinner liquid plaster mix as 

it is pushed though the fine mesh and hopefully some 

will lock around the wire mesh. 

After some experimenting trying to simulate the rock, 

I have found I am getting better results by flicking 

small amounts of plaster onto the base wall with a 

spoon. It’s still not quite the fractured rock of the 

area.   Soon when I come to plastering the cut-out 

ledge of the railroad, I will need to be looking at ways 

of representing the wall of the sharper cut fractured 

rock.   

I will try experimenting with heavy aluminum foil 

crumpled up to form a rock mold and I will update 

you all in the next article 

First experiments in plastering;  right hand part using the thrown system 
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For battery radio control or track power. Easy screwdriver installation.  Remote control, available 
separately, enables adjustments without dismantling the loco. 

For Steam … synchronised, load sensitive chuff,  16 variable plain and chime 
whistles, bell, safety valve, live steam injector, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle, 
brake squeal and Westinghouse brake pump. 

For Heavy Diesels … 6 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 6 variable horns, 
bell,  brake release, engine start/stop, brake squeal, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle 
and switchable turbocharger. 

 
For Light Diesels … Soundcard with 100% recorded sounds including selectable horns, 

brakes,  two engines, guard, start up and shut down 

For Electric Traction for locos and multiple units with  5 horns, 4 motor sounds, 2 
compressors, brake release and more. 
 

For Trams and Streetcars … with 3 bells/gongs, 8 horns/air whistles, 
buzzer, brake and rail squeal, 3 compressors 

and two motor sounds. 

For Railbuses … 2 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 5 horns, bell,  
brake release, engine start/stop, etc.  

 NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSAL SOUNDCARDS FOR ONLY $99 

   www.mylocosound.com     

Available from 
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies 

 Phone: 03 551 2142 or 021 2646 945 

NEW 

NEW 

Stock now on available in New Zealand 

Track Odometer   US$59.00 
Mount our Track Odometer in a car of your choice to answer the question "How many feet of track do you have?". The 
on-board display reads out in Feet or Meters travelled. Reset button resets back to 0 feet. Built-in calibration routine 
allows you to use it on any car with any wheel diameter. Magnets on a wheel trigger the reed switch. Powered by an on
-board 9V battery (not included). Quick disconnect connector allows you to remove the track odometer from the car for 
normal everyday running. 
Build a Track Odometer car for your club to share as needed! 
Comes with: 
Track Odometer PCB mounted to base, 9V battery clip (battery not included), Reed Switch, disconnect cable for reed 
switch, and 2 wheel magnets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G-Scale Graphics, 5860 Crooked Stick Drive, Windsor, CO 50800  
GScaleGraphics@comcast.net 
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G 
Scale Battery Power 

Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver, 
Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack 

for Track Power 

Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons 

Handheld can hold up to 50 locos  

Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-n-
play for Aristo craft Locomotives   

NZ Distributor-  

Contact:   Phone: (04) 2338555     

Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz 

reindeerpas.com 

rldhobbies.com 

Sunset Valley Railroad 

Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout) 
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install 
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service 
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with 
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems.  Nearly every 
product made in the USA 

www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com 

pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com 

+1 253 862 6748 

New Zealand distributor 

Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies 

cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz 

Phone: 03 551 2142 

February 6-8 2021 12th  NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch  

March  6-7 2021 Live Steam Meet, Lloyd Dickens 55 Titoki St, Masterton 

May 8-9 2021 Dunedin Model Train Show, Mosgiel 

May 30- June 5 2021 36th Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA 

April  15-18 2022 NZAMRC Convention, Christchurch 

2022 37th  Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA 

2023 38h  Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA 

COMING EVENTS 

Quayle Rail will again be available in three 
metre lengths in early February 2021 

It will be available from both Masterton and 
Rangiora 

Henrik Dorbeck, Masterton 

dorbeck@xtra.co.nz 

Ian Galbraith, Rangiora 

cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz 
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Club Events and Contacts  
 

Auckland 
February 2021: TBA 
 

Club  Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc  Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com 

Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157 

Waikato:  
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice 

 

Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email:  sandnlipsey@gmail.com  

Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240,  Ph: 07 859 3650 
 

Wairarapa:  
February2021: TBA  
 

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.  Ph 06 370 3790.  

 

Wellington:  
 
February 2021: Bruce, 197 Paekakariki Hill Road, Pauatahanui, Battery and Live Steam Only 1pm start 
 

Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group.  Email: bilthompson @xtra.co.nz 
Coordinator: Brent Thompson, 6 Bodmin Terrace, Camborne, Ph 022 619 4006  

 

Christchurch:  
 

January 28 2021: Andrew Wilson,16 Elizabeth Allen Drive West Melton. Arrive anytime after 5.30, 
train running from then to 9pm 
Dependant of weather , all welcome, bring your trains ( Track Power available) and your Tea and a chair, 
tables provided  
 

February 6-8 2021: 12th NZ Garden Railway Convention, Russley Conference Centre 
 

February 2021: TBA 

 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz   
Secretary: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142 
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047 

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various 
G scale Groups in New Zealand.  

Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.  

Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.  

 

The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the 
Christchurch Garden Railway Group  

Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.  

Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz  


